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wear. Pages show reader wear. The binding has a slight tilt. Text may have some writing. Secure pages, solid binding. Stock photos may not look exactly like the book. Hardcover. Condition: Very Good. Dust Jacket Condition: No Dustjacket. Later Edition. ISBN . Hardback. Later Printing. No dustjacket, bound in red cloth with embossed gold gilt
lettering on spine. Very Good Condition. Tight sound unmarked copy with minor rubs to edges and corners of covers, slight browning to edges of interior pages. No Signature. Hardcover. 1st American Edition. Navy cloth boards with gilt lettering; black dj with tan lettering, mylar cover; 160 pp. A continuation of "Life in the World Unseen". Monsignor
Benson's tale of life in the spirit world. VG/VG (ex-library with labels and stamps on spine, block, inside front and rear covers and title page verso. Light shelfwear and light age toning but pages are otherwise clear.). Hardcover. Condition: Good. 1956, presumed 1st as no mention of reprint. Tight, firm copy. Unclipped D/J is worn with small
tears/chips, some creasing & rubbing. On here it says (6th Impression) after authors other book 'Life in the World Unseen' so presume it relates to that book. Boards are clean with lightly dulled gilt titles to spine. Pages are lightly tanned (heavier to inside covers) but free of any inscription/annotations or creases. If you have any queries please contact
me by e-mail. Images of items also available on request. We endeavour to send orders as quickly as possible & in most cases are sent by first available post 6 days a week. (702-250/19). Hardcover. Condition: VG+. Dust Jacket Condition: VG. 2 volume set, hardbound, reprints, "De Luxe Edition", title pages state "Odhams Press" but both sliipcase and
djs state "Citadel", owner's info inked fep both copies, name also inked discreetly s/c label, light dj extremity wear to include moderate loss to spine ends, very clean and bindings tight, slipcase strong w/no edgewear, NOT EXLIB. Hardcover. Condition: Very Good. Three hardcovers in Poor tape repaired slipcase. "Life in the World Unseen" and "More
About Life in the World Unseen" are First US Editions 1960 by Citadel Press. "Life in the World Unseen" has three lines added by the previous owner. Both have the previous owner's stamp on the front pastedown. Both are tight and Very Good. "Here & Hereafter" is First Edition Second Printing Oldhams 1960. It has the previous owner's stamp on
the front pastedown and has fourteen lines highlighted. Front hinge started but holding. No other writing or other marks. We wrap and box our books for shipping. Page 2 Skip to main search results Hardcover. Condition: Good - Cash. No Jacket. General use wear, surface and edges rubbed. Corners bumped and show wear. Pages show reader wear.
The binding has a slight tilt. Text may have some writing. Secure pages, solid binding. Stock photos may not look exactly like the book. Hardcover. Condition: Very Good. Dust Jacket Condition: No Dustjacket. Later Edition. ISBN . Hardback. Later Printing. No dustjacket, bound in red cloth with embossed gold gilt lettering on spine. Very Good
Condition. Tight sound unmarked copy with minor rubs to edges and corners of covers, slight browning to edges of interior pages. No Signature. Hardcover. 1st American Edition. Navy cloth boards with gilt lettering; black dj with tan lettering, mylar cover; 160 pp. A continuation of "Life in the World Unseen". Monsignor Benson's tale of life in the
spirit world. VG/VG (ex-library with labels and stamps on spine, block, inside front and rear covers and title page verso. Light shelfwear and light age toning but pages are otherwise clear.). Hardcover. Condition: Good. 1956, presumed 1st as no mention of reprint. Tight, firm copy. Unclipped D/J is worn with small tears/chips, some creasing &
rubbing. On here it says (6th Impression) after authors other book 'Life in the World Unseen' so presume it relates to that book. Boards are clean with lightly dulled gilt titles to spine. Pages are lightly tanned (heavier to inside covers) but free of any inscription/annotations or creases. If you have any queries please contact me by e-mail. Images of
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World Unseen" are First US Editions 1960 by Citadel Press. "Life in the World Unseen" has three lines added by the previous owner. Both have the previous owner's stamp on the front pastedown. Both are tight and Very Good. "Here & Hereafter" is First Edition Second Printing Oldhams 1960. It has the previous owner's stamp on the front pastedown
and has fourteen lines highlighted. Front hinge started but holding. No other writing or other marks. We wrap and box our books for shipping. Page 3 Enter at least one of author, title, ISBN, keyword, or publisher to search. Search Preferences Since the first of our scripts was published there has been a steady stream of letters from readers all over
the world, each of them showing an immense interest in psychic science and, in particular, in the subject matter of the scripts themselves. So much so, indeed, that our readers have constantly asked for still more information upon this important subject.In compiling the scripts, our communicator's chief problem, he has always said, is not so much
what to say, but what to omit, since, he says regretfully, with the limitations of space it is impossible, in describing the life and people of so vast a place as the spirit world: 'to get a quart into a pint pot'.It is inevitable, therefore, that much interesting matter should be omitted altogether or have but fugitive reference to it. With this in mind, but chiefly
in view of the great number of requests for additional information,our communicator has dictated this present volume, which was completed in 1957, and I use the word dictated in its literal sense. As with the previous scripts, I received the dictation by means of clairaudience. Should this fail, as at times it is almost inevitable that it should, then direct
inspiration was resorted to, it mattered not which, for both were equally effective.For my part, every care was exercised to ensure absolute accuracy and authenticity, and to this end I was anxious that the scripts should have some sort of independent verification, at least my share of them. This I was able to do through the services of a nonprofessional trance-medium of the highest integrity, during the course of twice-weekly circle-sittings. I was thus able to talkdirectly to the communicator, who gave me his verbal assurance independently that I had taken down correctly all he had to say.Interested readers may be wishful to know, perhaps, how the communicator views the results of
his achievement regarding the previous books and their penetration into many lands. He says with warm appreciation: 'I am delighted with the results that have far exceeded my expectation.'A voluminous, world-wide correspondence has itself been a 'revelation', our readers being folk of allages, from a youthful 20 to an equally youthful 80 years of
age. Throughout all the letters, I have been almost overwhelmed by the writers' many expressions of appreciation and gratitude, of cordiality and warmth. 'Life in the World Unseen', writes one minister of the Church, 'has given me much inspiration. Thank you most sincerely.'Here and Hereafter is, in fact, complete in itself, and while it is not a sequel
to the two previous books, it bears a thematic relationship to them by responding to our readers'oft-repeated entreaties (in the words of Goethe) for 'light, more light' .
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